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FREE DETERMINISTIC EQUIVALENT Z-SCORES OF
COMPOUND WISHART MODELS:
A GOODNESS OF FIT TEST OF 2D ARMA MODELS
TOMOHIRO HAYASE
Abstract. We introduce a new method to qualify the goodness of fit parameter es-
timation of compound Wishart models. Our method based on the free deterministic
equivalent Z-score, which we introduce in this paper. Furthermore, an application to
two dimensional autoregressive moving-average model is provided.
Our proposal method is a generalization of statistical hypothesis testing to one dimen-
sional moving average model based on fluctuations of real compound Wishart matrices,
which is a recent result by Hasegawa, Sakuma and Yoshida.
1. Introduction
Random matrix theory (RMT) has many applications to statistics such as large dimen-
sional models, wireless networks, finance, and quantum information theory (see a review
[18]). One of its origin is the spectral analysis of the sample covariance matrices by
Marchenko and Pastur [11]. For example, the sample covariance matrix of independent
sampling can be written as a Wishart random matrix. A Wishart random matrix [27]
is of the form ZTZ where entries of Z are independent and distributed with the normal
distribution.
1.1. Compound Wishart matrices. In this paper we focus on a class of weighted sum
of Wishart matrices which are called compound Wishart matrices. It is introduced by
Speicher [23]. The compound Wishart matrices appear as sample covariance matrices
of correlated samplings [3]. The compound Wishart matrices and their modifications
appear in analysis of some statistical models ([5], [8] and [7]). Moreover, the compound
Wishart matrices can be seen as parametrized Wishart matrices. Specifically we define
the compound Wishart models as follows:
Definition 1.1 ((White real) compound Wishart model). Let (Ω,F , P ) be a probability
space. A compound Wishart model is a family of random matrices given by
W(d/n,D) ∶= ZTDZ, (d/n,D) ∈ Θ,
where Z is d×n (normalized) random matrix, whose entries are independently distributed
with the normal distribution Normal(0,1/√n), and the parameter space Θ is a subset of
the set ΘCW of all parameters defined by Θ
CW = ⋃n∈NΘCWn , where
ΘCWn ∶= ⋃
d∈N,d≥n{(d/n,D) ∈ Q ×Md(R) ∣ D is self-adjoint and positve definite}.
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See [10] and [20] for more detail about the compound Wishart matrices.
1.2. Fluctuation of random matrices. Many applications of random matrices rely
on computing the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of large random matrices. Re-
cently, more deep result of RMT about the fluctuations of random matrices are inves-
tigated ([6] and[20]). The fundamental fact in the theory is that fluctuation Tr(W `ϑn) −
E[Tr(W `ϑn)] (ϑn ∈ ΘCWn ) is asymptotically normally distributed if the deterministic matrix
Dn (ϑn = (dn/n, Dn)) has the limit moments limn→∞ tr(D`n) (` ∈ N). One of the most
remarkable facts is the variance of the limit fluctuation can be written as a polynomial
of the limit moments of deterministic parts (see Redelmeier’s papers [19] and [20] for real
case, and [6] for the complex case). Nowadays, this phenomenon is understood as a result
of the (real) second order freeness in general situations (see [14][13][6][19] and [20]).
Second order freeness contains more information than freeness which is the basic concept
in free probability theory (FPT). FPT is invented by Voiculescu [25] which has developed
strategies to understand the collective asymptotic behavior of random matrix ensembles.
FPT has provided new results about random matrices as well as different solution of a
lot of known results in the random matrix literature. The strong point of FPT is that
freeness separates deterministic matrices and random ones. The reason is that freeness
has a role in FPT as independence in the classical probability theory. Many important
random matrix models are asymptotically free; that is, as the size of the matrix becomes
large, independent matrices satisfy freeness on the expected values of the traces of their
products [25] (see [26], [10] and [16] for detail).
Several application of spectral analysis of random matrices and freeness have been pro-
posed, but neither fluctuations of random matrices nor second order freeness has received
as much attention in statistics. However, recently Hasegawa, Sakuma and Yoshida [8][9]
apply the fluctuations of compound Wishart matrices in goodness of fit test of one dimen-
sional (1D) autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) models.
1.3. ARMA model. The 1D ARMA models are statistical models of time series, which
are studied for a long time. Its hyperparameter selections (in other words, order determi-
nations) is one of the main topics (see Akaike [1] and Rissanen [21]). The parameter of the
models are convolution filters and its hyperparameters are size of filters. Some approaches
to 1D ARMA based on RMT and FPT are provided ([4] and [17]).
Two dimensional (2D) ARMA models are statistical model used for 2D modeling such
as [12] and [28]. See [2] and [22] for hyperparameter estimation of 2D ARMA.
Goodness of fit test is important to check estimated parameters and hyperparameters
in both cases.
1.4. Goodness of fit test by HSY. The strategy of [9] is as follows: instead of using
original Z-score
Z`(ϑn) ∶= (Tr(W `ϑn) −E[Tr(W `ϑn)])/√V(Tr(W `ϑn)),
consider its limit Z` ∶= limn→∞Z`(ϑn) for Z-test of 1D ARMA model if the size n of models
is sufficiently large. One of the biggest benefit of this infinite dimensional approximation
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is that the variance of the limit fluctuation can be written as a polynomial of the limit mo-
ments of deterministic parts (shape parameters) as mentioned above. This nice property
makes computation of Z-score quite easier.
Their method works in a good situation such that the deterministic matrices in models
have limit eigenvalue distribution. For the 1D ARMA, the shape parameters can be
written as Toeplitz matrices whose limit eigenvalue distributions are determined by Fourier
analysis.
1.5. Free deterministic equivalents. However, in some cases the limit eigenvalue dis-
tribution of deterministic parts possibly does not exist or is difficult to compute. The
2D ARMA models are ones of such models. To handle this difficulty, in this paper we
introduce an approximation method of goodness of fit test based on the free deterministic
equivalents (FDE) introduced by Speicher and Vargas [24]. Moreover we apply it to 2D
ARMA models. This method does not require the limit distributions of the deterministic
matrices.
The origin of FDE can be found in Neu and Speciher’s paper [15] as a mean-filed
approximation method of an Anderson model in statistical physics. FDE was rediscovered
by [24]. The paper pointed out the deterministic equivalent known as an approximation
method of Cauchy transform of random matrices in the literature of wireless network
[7] is a partial realization of FDE. More precicely, Speicher and Vagas pointed out that
considering the approximation of the models at the level of operators based on FPT is
more essential than considering it at the level of Cauchy transform.
Despite its rich background in FPT, the algorithm of FDE is not difficult. It is done
by replacing each Gaussian random variable in entries of a random matrix model by an
”infinite size” Gaussian random matrix. Equivalently, FDE is obtained by taking the limit
of the amplified models which is constructed by (1) deterministic matrices are copied by
taking tensor product with identity and (2) Gaussian random matrices are enlarged by
simply increasing the number of i.i.d. entries.
1.6. Our method. We introduce the free deterministic equivalent Z-scores (FDE Z-score)
based on FDE as follows.
Definition 1.2. For each parameter ϑ = (λ,D) ∈ ΘCW, we define its amplified versions
by
ϑa = (λ,D ⊗ Ia),a ∈ N.
Let us define the expected value of FDE and its variance by
µ◻`(ϑ) ∶= lim
a→∞E[Tr(W `ϑa)]/a, Var◻`(ϑ) ∶= lima→∞V[Tr(W `ϑa)],
where Tr is the unnormarized trace. These limits are well-defined and can be written in
polynomials in tr(Dk), k ∈ N (see Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 ).
The free deterministic equivalent Z-score (FDE Z-score, for short) of order ` for a pair
of a model parameter ϑ and a sample parameter ϑ0 is a random variable on Ω defined by
Z ◻`(ϑ0 ∣ ϑ) ∶= Tr(W `ϑ0) − µ◻`(ϑ)√
Var◻`(ϑ) .
Our main theorem is as follows:
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Theorem 1.3. Let ϑn = (dn/n,Dn) ∈ ΘCWn (n ∈ N) be a sequence of parameters. Assume
that an index ` ∈ N satisfies
R(Dn) ∶= ∥Dn∥√
tr(D2n) = o(n1/3`) as n→∞,(1.1)
where ∥ ⋅∥ is the spectral norm and tr is the normalized trace. Then the law of Z ◻`(ϑn ∣ ϑn)
converges weakly to the standard normal distribution Normal(0,1) as n→∞. 
We emphasize that FDE Z-scores do not need to determine the limit eigenvalue distri-
butions of deterministic matrices, and only need a weaker condition (1.1). We introduce
an application of this theorem to a goodness of fit test of 2D ARMA models to which the
existing method [9] cannot be applied.
In addition, our method succeeds befits of [9]. At first, it requires less computational
costs because we only need to calculate some moments of parameter matrices. Second, it
does not depend on estimation methods. At last, it suggests that the family of moments
can be seen as a usable feature of models.
Before concluding this section, we should note that our method can be generalized to
outside of compound Wishart models because many important classes of random matrices
have asymptotic normal fluctuations.
Organization. In Section 2 we summarize without proofs relevant material on compound
Wishart matrices. Section 3 provides a detailed exposition of our main result. In Section 4
some applications to 2D ARMA models are indicated. Section 5 presents some numerical
simulations of our methods. Section 6 is devoted to conclusion.
2. Preliminary
2.1. Basic notations. In this paper we consider a fixed probability space (Ω,F , P ).
For a random variable X, we denote by E[X] = ∫ X(ω)dω the expectation of X and
mk(X) = E[Xk] the k-th moment of X. In addition we denote V[X] ∶= m2(x) −m1(X)2
the variance of X. We denote by Tr the trace and by tr = Tr/N the normalized trace
of N ×N matrix. We use same symbol mk(A) = tr(Ak) for a square matrix A as for a
random variable.
2.2. Cumulants. We begin by recalling the basic concepts on partitions and permuta-
tions.
Definition 2.1.
(1) Set [n] = {1,2, . . . , n} for n ∈ N.
(2) For any finite set S, we denote by ∣S∣ the number of its elements.
(3) A partition pi = {V1, . . . , Vk} ∈ 2I of a finite set I is a decomposition into mutually
disjoint, non-empty subsets V1, . . . , Vk ⊆ I. Those subsets are called blocks of the
partition. We denote by P (I) the set of all partitions of I. We write simply
P (n) ∶= P ([n]).
We introduce the combinatorial form of classical cumulants.
Definition 2.2. Let A be the algebra of R-valued random variables who have all moments.
Let us define multi-linear functions κpi ∶ An → R (pi ∈ P (n), n ∈ N) inductively by the
following three relations:
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(1) For n ∈ N and X1, . . . ,Xn ∈ A, E[X1⋯Xn] = ∑pi∈P (n) κpi[X1, . . . ,Xn].
(2) For n ∈ N and pi ∈ P (n), κpi[X1, . . . ,Xn] =∏V ∈pi κ(V )[X1, . . . ,Xn].
(3) For pi ∈ P (n) and V ∈ pi, κ(V )[X1, . . . ,Xn] = κ1m[Xj1 , . . . ,Xjm] where V = {j1 <
j2 < ⋯ < jm}.
We call them classical cumulants. We write κn = κ1n for n ∈ N. We write κn[X] =
κn[X, . . . ,X](n-times). 
2.3. Real compound Wishart random matrices. The partitions and permutations
are useful to examine trace of polynomial random matrices.
Definition 2.3.
(1) For any subset J of N, we write −J = {−j ∈ Z ∣ j ∈ J} and ±J = J ∪ (−J) ⊆ Z ∖ {0}.
(2) We denote by S(I) the permutation group of the finite set I. We write S` = S([`]).
For any permutation pi, we denote by #pi the number of cycles of pi. We use the
same symbol pi for the partition determined by the orbits of a permutation pi.
Definition 2.4. For any self-adjoint matrices A ∈Mn(R) and a permutation σ ∈ S(±[n])
with cycle notation σ = γ1γ2⋯γp, we set
trσ[A] ∶= p∏
j=1m∣γj ∣(A).
We use the same symbols for random matrices. 
We recall the notion of premaps. For detail of the relationships of premaps and real
Wishart matrices, see Redelmeier’s paper [20].
Definition 2.5.
(1) A permutation pi ∈ S(±I) is said to be a premap if pi(k) = −pi−1(−k) and no cycle
contains both k and −k for any k ∈ I. We denote by PM(±I) the set of all premaps
in S(±I). We write PM` = PM(±[`]).
(2) For any premap pi ∈ PM(±I), a cycle (c1, . . . , cm) of pi is particular if cκ0 > 0 where
κ0 = argmink=1,...,m∣ck∣.
(3) Denote by [pi/2] the set of all elements appearing in particular cycles of pi. We
define pi/2 ∈ S([pi/2]) by the permutation generated from particular cycles of pi.
Definition 2.6. Let I ⊆ Z ∖ {0} be a finite set of integers which does not contain both k
and −k for any k ∈ N.
(1) Denote by δ ∈ S(±[n]) the permutation determined by δ(−k) = k.
(2) For γ ∈ S`, we define γ+, γ− ∈ PM` by γ+∣[`] = γ, γ−[`] = id, γ−∣[`] = id, γ−∣−[`] =−γ(−∗).
Definition 2.7. We define Euler characteristic of pi ∈ PM` with respect to γ ∈ S2` by
χ(γ, pi) ∶= #((γ+γ−1− )/2) +#(pi/2) +#(γ−1− piγ+/2) − ∣I ∣.
For the topological meaning of χ, see [20]. The following lemma is from [20]. We use this
lemma to explore asymptotic behavior of genus expansion of compound Wishart matrices.
Definition 2.8. For any pi, γ ∈ S(I), let us use similar symbols for corresponding parti-
tions. We denote by pi ∨ γ = 1I if for any distinct k, ` ∈ I, there exist some v1, . . . , v2m ∈ I
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and V1, . . . , Vm ∈ pi and W1, . . . ,W` ∈ γ with v2j , v2j+1 ∈ Vj , v2j−1, vj ∈ Wj for any j ≤ m,
and (k, l) = (v1, v2m+1) or (v2m+1, v1). If pi satisfies this condition for γ, we say that pi
connects all blocks of γ.
Lemma 2.9. [20, Lemma 5.2] Let γ ∈ Sn and {V1, . . . , Vr} ∈ P (n) be the orbits of γ.
Assume that pi ∈ PMn connects the partition γ±, that is, pi ∨ γ± = 1±[n]. Then we have
χ(γ, pi) ≤ 2. 
The following lemma directly follows from [20, Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 3.13].
Lemma 2.10. For any ϑ = (d/n,D) ∈ Θ, it holds that
κr[Tr(W `ϑ)] = ∑
pi∈PMlr
pi∨γ±=1±[lr]
nχ(γ,pi)−r(d
n
)#(pi/2)trpi/2[D].
where γ = (1, . . . , `)(`, ` + 1, . . . ,2`)⋯((r − 1)`,⋯, r`). 
3. Free deterministic equivalent Z-score
We prove that the FDE Z-score is well-defined.
Lemma 3.1. It holds that
µ`(ϑ) = lim
a→∞a−1E[Tr(W lϑa)] = nα` + β`,
where
α` ∶= ∑
pi∈PM`
χ(γ`,pi)=2
λ#(pi/2)trpi/2[D], β` ∶= ∑
pi∈PM`
χ(γ`,pi)=1
λ#(pi/2)trpi/2[D], ,
where γ = (1,2, . . . , `) and λ = d/n. In particular, µ◻` is well-defined and it holds that
µ◻` = nm1 and µ◻2 = n(m2 +m21) +m2, where mk =mk(D) (k ∈ N). 
Proof. The first assertions follows from Lemma 2.10. We have PM2 = {id, pi1 ∶= (1,2)(−1,−2),
pi2 ∶= (1,−2)(−1,2)}.
For γ = (1,2), we have χ(γ, id) = χ(γ, pi1) = 2, χ(γ, pi2) = 1. For γ = id, we have
χ(γ, id) = 4, χ(γ, pi1) = χ(γ, pi2) = 2.

Remark 3.2. For n = 1,2, it holds that E[Tr(W `ϑ)] = µ◻`(ϑ).
Lemma 3.3. It holds that
Var◻`(ϑ) ∶= lim
a→∞V[Tr(W `ϑa)] = ∑
pi∈PM2`
pi∨{±V1,±V2}=1±[2`]
χ(γ,pi)=2
λ#pi/2trpi/2[D],
where γ = (1,2, . . . , `)(`+ 1, `+ 2, . . . ,2`) and V1 = {1,2, . . . , l}, V2 = {`+ 1, `+ 2, . . . ,2`} are
its blocks, and λ = d/N . In particular, it holds that Var◻1 = 2λm2 and Var◻2 = 2(4λ3m21m2+
2λ2m22 + 8λ2m1m3 + 4λm4), where mk =mk(D)(k ∈ N). 
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Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 2.10 and that tr[(D ⊗ Im)`] = tr(D`).
In the case of l = 1, pi ∨ {±V1,±V2} = 1±[2`] if and only if pi/2 = (1,2), (1,−2). Each pi
satisfies χ(γ, pi) = 2.
In the case of l = 2, a premap pi ∈ PM4 satisfies pi ∨ {±V1,±V2} = 1±[2`] and χ(γ, pi) = 2
if and only if pi/2 is one of the partitions in the following list:
(1)(3)(2,4), (1)(4)(2,3), (2)(3)(1,4), (2)(4)(1,3),(1,3)(2,4), (1,4)(2,3),(1)(2,3,4), (1)(2,4,3), (2)(1,3,4), (2)(1,4,3),(3)(1,2,4), (3)(1,4,2), (4)(1,2,3), (4)(1,3,2),(1,2,3,4), (1,2,4,3), (1,4,3,2), (1,3,4,2),
and
(1)(3)(2,−4), (1)(4)(2,−3), (2)(3)(1,−4), (2)(4)(1,−3),(1,−3)(2,−4), (1,−4)(2,−3),(1)(2,−3,−4), (1)(2,−4,−3), (2)(1,−3,−4), (2)(1,−4,−3),(3)(1,2,−4), (3)(1,−4,2), (4)(1,2,−3), (4)(1,−3,2),(1,2,−3,−4), (1,2,−4,−3), (1,−4,−3,2), (1,−3,−4,2).
By counting the premaps of the same cycle type, we have the computation of the variance.

Proposition 3.4. Var◻`(ϑ) ≥ (dN−1m2(D))` .
Proof. Let pi ∈ PM2` such that pi/2 = (1, `+1)(2, `+2)⋯(`,2`). Then pi∨{±V1,±V2} = 1±[2`]
and χ(γ2, pi) = 2. Moreover trpi/2(D) =m2(D)`, which proves the assertion. 
Lemma 3.5. For any matrix X, let us denote by R(X) ∶= ∥X∥/√tr(X∗X) the ratio of
its operator norm and its normalized Frobenius norm. We denote Z ◻` = Z ◻`(ϑ∣ϑ) where
ϑ = (d/N,D). Then the following inequalities hold:
∣κ1[Z ◻`]∣ ≤ R(D)` ∣PM`∣
n
,(3.1)
∣κ2[Z ◻`] − 1∣ ≤ R(D)2` ∣PM2`∣
n
,(3.2)
∣κr[Z ◻`]∣ ≤ R(D)r` ∣PMr`∣
nr−2 (r ≥ 3).(3.3)

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Proof. Let us denote γr = (1,2, . . . , l)(`+ 1, `+ 2, . . . ,2`) . . . ((r− 2)`+ 1, (r− 1)`+2, . . . , r`)
By Lemma 2.10, Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, we have
κ1[Tr(W lϑ)] − µ◻`(ϑ) = ∑
pi∈PM`
χ(γ1,pi)≤0
pi∨γ1=1±[`]
nχ(γ1,pi)−1 (d
n
)#pi/2 trpi/2[D],(3.4)
κ2[Tr(W lϑ)] −Var◻`(ϑ) = ∑
pi∈PM2`
χ(γ2,pi)≤1
pi∨γ2=1±[2`]
nχ(γ2,pi)−2 (d
n
)#pi/2 trpi/2[D].(3.5)
Hence by Lemma 2.9, (dn−1)#pi/2trpi/2[D] ≤ (dn−1)`∥D∥` and Var◻`(ϑ) ≥ (dn−1m2(D))`,
the assertions hold.

Now we have prepared to prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We have κr[Z ◻`(ϑn)] = 1 + o(1) if r = 2, otherwise o(1), as n →∞ by Lemma 3.5. Hence each cumulant of Z ◻`(ϑn) converges to that of the standard
normal distribution, which implies that the law of Z ◻`(ϑn) converges to a standard normal
distribution. 
4. Application to 2D ARMA model
Definition 4.1. A two dimensional autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model is a
family of random variables yij with
p1∑
i=1
p2∑
j=1aijyh−i+1,w−j+1 =
q1∑
i=1
q2∑
j=1 bijεw−i+1,h−j+1, for any 1 ≤ h ≤H,1 ≤ w ≤W,
where
(1) orders p1, p2, q1, q2 ∈ N,
(2) AR kernel a ∈Mp1,p2(R) and MA kernel b ∈Mq1,q2(R) with a11 = 1 and b11 ≠ 0,
(3) {Zij ∣ i, j ∈ Z} is a family of i.i.d. random variables distributed with Normal(0,1).
In the case p1 = p2 = 1, we call that MA(q1, q2) model. 
At first we consider converting each multi-tuple of MA model to a compound Wishart
model. Let yi,j(n) be i.i.d. N copies of an element distributed with MA(q1, q2), that is,
yh,w(n) = q1∑
i=1
q2∑
j=1 bijεh−i+1,w−j+1(n) (1 ≤ h ≤H, 1 ≤ w ≤W,1 ≤ n ≤ N),
where εh,w(n) are i.i.d. random variables distributed with Normal(0,1). We write He =
H − 1 + q1,We = W + 1 − q2. Define Y ∈ MHW,N(R) by Yh(W−1)+w,n = yh,w(n)/√N . We
define a HW ×HeWe matrix B by
B(h−1)W+w,(h+i−2)We+j+w−1 = bi,j .
for 1 ≤ h ≤ H,1 ≤ w ≤ W , 1 ≤ i ≤ q1, 1 ≤ j ≤ q2, and the other entries are zero. Then the
law of Y TY coincides with that of
W(HeWe/N,BTB),
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as the MN(R)-valued random variables. At last we define a subset of parameters for two
dimensional MA models.
Definition 4.2. A compound Wishart model for two dimensional is a family (Wϑ)ϑ∈ΘMA
where
ΘMA = ⋃
He,We,N∈N,HeWe≥N{(HeWe/N,BTB) ∣ q1, q2 ∈ N, b ∈Mq1,q2(R), b1,1 ≠ 0}.
Notation 4.3. Let c = (cn)n∈Z be a sequence of real numbers which is zero except for
finite number of indexes. The Toeplitz random matrix Tc of size H of the sequence is
defined by Ti,j = cj−i if j − i ≥ 0, otherwise 0 for i, j ≤ H. Let us define Fourier transform
of (cn)n by
cˆ(ξ) = ∑
n∈Z cn exp(−inξ), ξ ∈ [0,2pi].
Let tc be a bounded operator on the Hilbert space l
2(Z) ∶= {(an)n∈Z ∣ ∥an∥2 <∞} defined
by (tc)i,j = cj−i, where ∥an∥2 ∶= √∑n∈Z ∣an∣2. Then ∥Tc∥ ≤ ∥tc∥ = ∥cˆ∥∞ = supξ∈[0,2pi] ∣cˆ(ξ)∣ ≤∥c∥1 = ∑n∈N ∣c(n)∣ by the basic results of Toeplitz operators.
Lemma 4.4. Let D = BTB and ζ =HeWe/HW . Then the following inequalities hold:
(1) tr(D2) ≥ ζ−1∥b∥22,
(2) ∥D∥ ≤ ∥b∥21,
(3) R(D) ≤ √ζ∥b∥21/∥b∥2.
Proof. At first Tr(BTBBTB) is equal to∑(i,i1,i2,i3,j,j1,j2,j3)∈S bi,jbi1,j1bi2,j2bi3,j3 ,
where S ⊆ [q1]4 × [q2]4 is defined as follows: (i, i1, i2, i3, j, j1, j2, j3) ∈ S if there are some
h,h′ ∈ [H],w,w′ ∈ [W ] such that
h + i = h′ + i3,w + j = w′ + j3, h + i1 = h′ + i2,w + j1 = w′ + j2.
Summing up the terms whose indexes correspond to the case h = h′ and w = w′, we get
HW ∥b∥22. Hence we have proven (1).
Next let us define HW ×HeWe matrix V by
V(h−1)W+1,(h−1)We+w = 1,
for 1 ≤ w ≤W and 1 ≤ h ≤ H, and the other entries are zero. Let us define HeWe ×HeWe
matrix T by for 1 ≤ w ≤We and 1 ≤ h ≤He,
T(h−1)We+w,(h+i−2)We+j+w−1 = bi,j .
where 1 ≤ i ≤ q1, 1 ≤ j ≤ q2 such that (h+ i− 2)We + j +w − 1 ≤HeWe and the other entries
are zero. Then we have B = V T . Moreover, let us define a sequence c = (cn)0≤n≤HeWe
by c(i−1)We+j−1 ∶= bi,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ q1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ q2 other wise 0. Then the matrix T is
equal to the upper triangular Toeplitz matrix Tc. Let us denote ci(n) = bi,n, and S be a
HeWe×HeWe-nilpotent matrix S such that Si,i+1 = 1(1 ≤ i ≤HeWe), and the orher entries
are 0. Then, there is an m ∈ N such that
Tc = q1∑
i=1S(i−1)mTci .
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Hence ∥Tc∥ ≤ ∑q1i=1 ∥Tci∥, and ∥D∥ ≤ ∥Tc∥2∥V TV ∥ ≤ ∥Tc∥2 ≤ (∑q1i=1 ∥Tci∥)2. Since ∥Tci∥ ≤∥ci∥1, the assertion (2) holds.
The last claim (3) directly follows from (1) and (2).

Theorem 4.5. For a fixed MA filter b ∈Mq1,q2(R), let ϑN = (HeWe/N,BTB) constructed
as above. Then the law of Z◻` converges weakly to Normal(0,1) as N,HW → ∞ with
HW ≥ N .
Proof. This follows from the estimation R(DN) ≤ √HeWe/HW ∥b∥1/∥b∥2 → ∥b∥1/∥b∥2 as
HW,N →∞ and Theorem 1.3. 
Remark 4.6 (Convert ARMA to MA). For a two dimensional ARMA model, define
polynomials of commutative variables z1, z2 by
P (z1, z2) = p1∑
i=1
p2∑
j=1aijzi−11 z
j−1
2 , Q(z1, z2) = q1∑
i=1
q2∑
j=1 bijzi−11 z
j−1
2 .
Consider the following formal power series:
Q(z1, z2)
P (z1, z2) = ∞∑i=1
∞∑
j=1 gijzi−11 z
j−1
2 .
Equivalently, coefficients gij are determined by the following recurrent equations: for any
i, j ∈ N,
gi,j = bi,j − ∑
1≤k≤i, 1≤l≤j,(k,l)≠(1,1)
gi−k+1,j−l+1ak,l,
where we set bij = 0 if i > q1 or j > q2, and set akl = 0 if k > p1 or l > p2.
The AR kernel is said to be reversible if P (z1, z2) has no zero point in unit disc {(z1, z2) ∈
C2 ∣ ∣z1∣2+ ∣z2∣2 ≤ 1} when it is regard as an function on C2. Because we are only interested
in testing optimized stable ARMA model, we may assume that each ARMA model has
reversible AR kernel and we cut gij by sufficiently large max orders o1, o2. Then we can
treat the model as MA(o1, o2). 
5. Numerical Simulations
Our algorithm consists of the following steps. At first for i.i.d. N sampling y(m) ∈
RHW (m = 1,2, . . . ,N) from a fixed ARMA model, we convert it to a matrixX ∈MHW,N(R)
by Xhw,m = y(m)h,w. We call the index N the batch size of the sample. For ` = 1,2, we
calculate
µ` ∶= Tr [(XTX/N)`] .
For the test of ARMA model, converting to a MA model if necessary, we compute the
parameter ϑ = (HeWe/N,B) ∈ ΘMA. Let mk = tr(Bk) and λ = HeWe/N , then we have
estimations of variance and mean as follows:
Var◻1 = 2λm2, Var◻2 = 2(4λ3m21m2 + 2λ2m22 + 8λ2m1m3 + 4λm4),
µ◻1 = Nλm1, µ◻2 = N(λm2 + λ2m21) + λm2.
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At last for ` = 1,2, we calculate the testing statistics
z` ∶= µ` − µ◻`√
Var◻` .
By Theorem 4.5, z1, z2 are approximately distributed with Normal(0,1) for a sufficiently
large N .
5.1. Plot of Z-scores. At first we plot Z-score z2 for samples generated by a fixed ARMA
model. Consider following models.
(1) MA(3,3) with bij are generated by uniform distribution on [−1,1] and b1,1 = 1.
(2) ARMA(3,3,3,3) with reversible AR kernel. We set max orders o1 = o2 = 24.
We generate 10000 realization of 16 × 16 data with batch size 16 from each model, and
plot z2 in figure 1 and figure ??, respectively.
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Z scores of second moments
N(0,1)
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Z scores of second moments
N(0,1)
Figure 1. Fluctuations of MA(3,3) (left histogram) and of MA(3,3,3,3)
(right one)
5.2. Goodness of fit test. Next we observe that our Z-test works. We generate 300 pairs
of 2D ARMA models whose AR kernels are trivial or reversible. We assume AR kernel
size is less than four, MA kernel size is less than seven, absolute value of each parameter
is less than or equal to one, and σ = 1. For each pair, we generate a sample with shape
16 × 16 and fixed batch size N from one of the ARMA models. We calculate the Z score
z2 for each pair. We also calculate L
1 distance of their kernels:
d =∑
i,j
∣g(1)ij − g(2)ij ∣,
where we set gij = bij for MA models. We set max orders o1 = o2 = 24 for non MA model.
We plot all points (d+ε, ∣z2∣+ε) from these pairs for N = 1,16,32,64,128 and 256 (we add
ε = 10−8 to avoid overflow).
We show results for N = 1,16,64,256 in figures 5.2 , respectively. The horizontal lines in
figures are critical value 1.96 of Z-test. In our experiment, we define a pair of 2D ARMA
model is true (false) if d < 0.1 (d ≥ 0.1) and the result of hypothesis testing is negative
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Figure 2. Z-scores under different batch sizes
(positive) if ∣z2∣ > 1.96 (∣z2∣ ≤ 1.96), respectively. We plot in figure ?? the ratios of true-
negative/true and false-positive/false for 10 realizations of 300 pairs of ARMA models.
We observe that as the batch size increase, the ratio false-positive/false falls. What is
noteworthy is that batch size need not to be large as 256, and batch size from 32 to 64 is
enough to archive false-positive/false ≃ 0.05. The Marchenko-Paster lambda HeWe/N for
each batch size 32,64 and 256 is approximately equals to 8,4 and 1, respectively. Unlike
previous study [9], Marchenko-Paster lambda need not be close to one and random matrix
ensembles need not be close to square for our hypothesis testing.
6. Conclusion
This paper introduces FDE Z-score, an approximation of Z-scores of compound Wishart
models. The key point of our method is the use of FDE to the fluctuations. It allows us
to efficiently approximate the fluctuations of compound Wishart matrices, so that we do
not need to determine the limit eigenvalue of parameter matrices. We demonstrate that
our method works well for 2D ARMA models. It turned out that our method does not
require too large model size, and works for ARMA model of 16 × 16 2D-data. A future
direction is to extend its scope other than compound Wishart models.
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